Email to all IT personnel on 11/9/2006

All IT Personnel

With the Epop project nearing completion and being deployed to every KCC pc I wanted to give you a heads up on the project and tell a little about it.

EPop is a one way Internet Messaging client that will reside on every PC Kirkwood supports. It has many uses, the main ones being notification of Emergencies. We have 20 sender licenses; this group has been defined and includes members from Facilities, the Presidents office, IT and CTRC. There will be regularly occurring tests of the system beginning with its launch date this month. Communication will be coming out through various methods including E-Tempo and several informational sessions. This will be an additional tool in our notification suite, and it will be much more efficient and informative than email or phone tree distribution methods.

For more information on this project please visit http://www.kirkwood.edu/site/index.php?p=11573